Personal Financial Index®
Personal Financial Index® Driving Business Growth
OMYEN's Personal Financial Index® (PFI) technology allows individuals and families to quickly
benchmark their personal financial health, identify the financial gaps, and to get the PFI Score. This
technology offers a number of benefits to financial service providers. They include:

 Efficient acquisition of new clients
 Growth in the 'share of wallet' from existing clients
 Complete client profile for cross selling opportunities
 Improved Compliance (Know your customer)
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Features:
 Prospect – financial professional
collaboration
 Advanced alert capabilities
 Multiple entry points for cross selling
 Reduced data entry for planning
 Branding and customization allowed

Financial Planning

Visual & Numerical Results, and Analysis

OMYEN Technology & Services
Incorporate PFI in your practice
 Customized branding of the PFI instance/website
 Customized call to action at the end of the PFI exercise
 Interfaces with downstream applications e.g. CRM and Financial Planning
 Practice resources from OMYEN on seminars and other sales strategies
 Reporting on prospects and other administrative functions

Customized Call To Action
OMYEN technology
 Accessible through most computing devices
including an iPad
 Open architecture offering easier integration
 Secured encrypted communication
 Privacy protected
 FINRA reviewed
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PFITM and the website www.personalfinancialindex.com are properties of OMYEN Corp. OMYEN Corp. is a recognized
innovator of intuitive, affordable, and effective financial advice and guidance technologies for its institutional and
corporate partners. OMYEN's solutions include client on-boarding and acquisition, comprehensive financial planning,
and retirement plan education and communication. For more information on OMYEN's other products and services,
email at marketing@omyen.com or visit www.omyen.com.
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